Ultra-Stretchable and Highly Sensitive Strain Sensor Based on Gradient Structure Carbon Nanotubes
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Supporting Information

Figure S1. SEM images of isotropic, anisotropic and gradient CNTs. a) SEM images of isotropic CNTs. b) SEM images of anisotropic CNTs. c) SEM images of four parts of gradient CNTs.
Figure S2. Relative resistance change of isotropic, anisotropic and gradient CNTs strain sensors versus applied strain (0 – 25%).
Figure S3. Relative resistance change of gradient CNTs strain sensors under different applied strain.
Figure S4. I-V curves of gradient CNTs strain sensors under different applied strain.
Figure S5. 90% recovery time of gradient CNTs strain sensor.
Figure S6. Comparison on GF and stretchability between three kinds of our CNTs strain sensors and other kinds of strain sensors.
Figure S7. Relative resistance change for finger clicking the key of mouse (insets: photograph of strain sensor mounted on the finger).
Figure S8. SEM image of the cross section of isotropic, anisotropic and gradient CNTs strain sensors. a) Cross section of isotropic CNTs strain sensors. b) Cross section of anisotropic CNTs strain sensors. c) Cross section of gradient CNTs strain sensors.